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A. Introduction 
1 The last three years have seen a growi11g volume of discussion, 
much of it critical, of the Service and its ability to cope with the 
problems of modern Governn1ent which are widely held to be 
different both in kind and in complexity from the problems it 
has faced in the past. The Service itself has also become 
worried by the increasing difficulties of recruitment that have 
been encountered, and particularly the estimated 10 per cent 
shortfall of principals (the main . grade in the Administrative 
Class) and a more general shortfall throughout the Executive 
Class. · 
. 
2 This criticism is not surprising, nor does it detract from the fin~ 
reputation tl1e Civil Service has earned for itself over the years. 
All organisations need to be examined and recast periodically 
and the Civil Service has existed in this cou11try in recognisably 
its present form for over a century. 
,a ' .. 
3 Tl1e present class structure ~f the Service has existed since about 
1920 and was given the blessing of the Tomlin Royal Com-
m_issjon in 1931. This was the last full-scale enquiry into the 
Civjl Service. It would be surprising indeed if the passage of 
35 years had not made a number of reforms necessary and 
overdue. 
4 Many current proposals are not new. Writing as long ago as 
1942, * · Harold Laski made 20 suggestions for Civil Service 
reform. Some have a remarkably modern ring about then1 : 
notably, tl1e separation of t11e financial and establishment 
functions of the Treasury, the revision of methods of training 
and the establishment of a Staff College for the administrative 
class and the withdrawal of the barrier between the administra-
tiYe side of-the Service and -the scie11tific and-technical sides. 
It was not until very· recently th~t a11y substantial progress was 
made in these directions. . · 
5 Laski quotes with approval a letter from an ex-pupil in the 
Civil Service who concluded that historically the Civil Service 
has : ·' ... evolved a routine of laboured, orderly and unhurried 
*(In J. P. W. Mallalieu's ''Passed to You Please'') 
.. 
I 
disposal ... affairs now demand from it a constant, exact and 
just intervention . . . The tradition at1d system are just not 
designed for this ... (it) has, over the years, absorbed a high 
proportion of the country's most intelligent, able and consci-
entious individuals and shaped them to its structure ... ' It 
is probably fair to say that this could have been written by 
son1eone who had entered the Service much more recently. 
6 Experience drawn from the war years is relevant now for two 
reasons. The war years saw the beginning of the scientific 
revolution through which we are now living ; saw the passing 
of the Education Act which began an educational revolution, 
the effects of which are still being felt, not least by the Civil 
Service ; and created the climate of opinion which led to the 
social revolution brought about by the legislation of the last 
Labour Government. The feeling that the Civil Service has 
not fully come to terms with these revolutionary changes is a 
prime cause of · much of the present discontent. 
7 The revival of the idea of central planning of the economy after 
its demise in the '50s and the expansion of the area of direct 
concern to Government is tl1e other common factor between 
the two periods. It is this expansion of Government ; this 
' penetration of the State into the affairs of industry, commerce 
and the individual citizens ' as one introduction to a Treasury 
course in 1961 put it, that has challenged the traditional concept 
of the Civil Service. It is felt that a Government which is 
going to take initiatives, which is going to manage the economy 
and run the social services needs a more dynamic Civil Service. 
In fine, that the kind of job the cou11try is expecting the Govern-
ment to do is changing very rapidly, but that the Civil Service 
is not adapting itself quickly enough to perform its new tasks 
as efficiently as it might. 
8 This evidence has been drafted in the Party's Research Depart-
ment in consultation with a number of people in the Party and 
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our Fabian colleagues, representing a very wide and varied 
experience of the Civil Service. 
9 The National Executive Committee of the Labour Party feels 
there is no necessity to cover in detail ground that has already 
been adequately worked over by a number of writers and 
groups of writers in the last three or four years. 
We agree with much of what has been written and believe that 
from it has emerged a great deal of common ground on what 
is wrong and what reforms need to be made. To an extent we 
are merely putting the weight of the Labour Party behind 
familiar proposals ; we shall argue in detail only when we feel 
that the argument needs to be expanded in order to support 
the proposals we make. 
B. General 
10 We believe that by and large British Civil Servants are consci-
entious, able, often of formidable intellect and genuinely 
politically disinterested. 
These are valuable qualities and we would wish to retain them. 
But we believe they are no longer sufficient in themselves to 
provide the Civil Service that we need. 
11 ' Government ' is no longer a refined and restricted field of 
activity distinct from any other. The Civil Service is now in 
the business of managing a highly complex techno-industrial 
society and this is quite a different job requiring different and 
more technical skills and an entirely different and more positive 
approach. 
. Integration 
12 The Service must be integrated both internally and externally. 
13 Internally it must be recognised that the day of the ' generalist ' 
is over. In the first place the ' generalist ' is himself a specialist: 
' ... an administrative technician well-versed in the affairs of 
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a particular department . . . ' as Professor Chapman would 
have it. ~ 
This specialist· task-the running of the Minister's private 
office, the preparation of legislation ·and its guidance through 
Parliament and the ' protective and representative ' functions 
in relation to the Minister-is, of course, a vital one. But it 
induces a foreshortened view of the world. The aim of the 
Civil Servant becomes ' the speedy despatch of public business ' 
to the exclusion of the pursuan~ of creative policies. 
To do this the administrator must identify problems and explore 
them in some depth. . He will need to work closely with the 
specialists-economists, architects, scientists-whateve_r they 
might be and we believe they will work in better harmony if 
they work with each other on equal terms. 
14 At the moment it seems that the day-to-day work, because it 
involves closer contact with the Minister, carries higher status 
within the departnient and that Civil Servants are discouraged 
from specialising through fears that this will jeopardise their 
chances of protnotion to the highest posts. Contrary to the 
prevailing belief in industry and elsewhere it is held that the 
acquisition of a high level of skill in a particular specialism is 
incompatible with obtaining the kind of experience that is 
necessary in a top administrator. (See also section C.) 
15 The encouragement of a degree of specialisation would also 
make it easier for Civil Servants to co-operate with outsiders, 
e.g. in the universities. For the best use to be Dlade of outside 
help, the administrator tnust have a general idea of what is 
being done ; have some means of knowing who is worth 
consulting and who is not, and the ability to evaluate and 
process the advice he receives. Although we think there is a 
greater willingness to make use of independent research at 
present, we fear that without a measure of internal special-
isation on the part of administrators it may not be used to 
the maximum effect. 
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16 These developments to lessen the comparative isolation of 
administrative Civil Servants will also make movement inward 
and outwarid of the Service, on both a long and short term 
basis, much easier. We favour such mobility. (See also 
section E.) · · · · 
We think it also desirable that mobility within the public service 
should be improved. The present division between the Home 
Civil Service and the Diplomatic Service inhibits exchanges 
between, for instance, the Foreign Office and the Economic· 
Departments. We believe that the distinction is to a large 
extent an artificial one. It caused unnecessary confusion in 
1965 when the Colonial Office moved from one sector to the 
other and, as a result, lost the services of good and experienced 
officers simply because at that stage of their careers they were 
11ot prepared to take the risk of being posted overseas. 
Secrecy 
17 Two final general points. 
We feel that the Civil Service is excessively secretive. To some 
extent the problem lies outside the ambit of this Committee. 
At times it almost seems that the whole structure of British 
Government is designed to protect the policy-making functions 
of Government from public scrutiny. Even the legislature is 
restricted in its functions and inhibited from any really thorough 
examination by a lack of inf orlllation, particularly at the point 
when policy is at its crucial, formative stage. 
18 The keeping of information from the public is only a small 
part of this, though an important one. A directive as wide as 
that said to have emanated from. Lord Normanbrook when he 
was Head of the Civil Service-that any information not 
officially made public counts · as an official secret-seems, 
however, to go much wider than is strictly necessary. 
19 Much more difficult to justify, however, is the amount of 
information which, in some departments at least, is kept from 
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the Minister. Of course, it is possible for the Minister to find 
·, out what is going on in his department if he asks the right 
questions and asks to see the right files. But an enormous 
amount of work goes on in a department which the Min~ster 
knows nothing of ; some of it research work which produces 
important results which are never shown to the Minister (with 
the· result that he m.ay in good faith reply to a Parliamentary 
Question that the information is not available when in fact it 
is available but not to him) ; some of it planning work which 
may be deliberately concealed from him, either because it might 
.,, 
lead him to support p·olicies which the department does not (or 
does not yet) approve of, or even because it is being done in 
preparation for a future Government of a different political 
colour. It is tl1is secrecy that makes some Ministers tools of 
their departments a good deal of the time. It is impossible for 
a Minister to have an adequate grasp of an issue if he plays no 
part in the long process of discussion which precedes the 
formation of policy but merely gets a bowdlerised version of 
it from his Permanent Secretary when the final choice has to 
be made between the policies which the department finds 
acceptable. 
20 Inter-departmental committees of officials are a particularly 
effective way of undermining the authority of Ministers. The 
Minister may not be consulted until the officials have arrived 
at an agreed compromise ; and if he then wants to disagree, 
he can only do so at the cost of telling the officials to go back 
and put forward a different view froni the one they have been· 
arguing for against the other departm.ents. 
21 On the other hand, once a Minister is settled in and briefed 
we do not doubt that if he is a strong lllan and has a clear idea 
- of what he wants done and can convince his Civil Servants 
that it is both possibJe and desirable, they will loyally help 
him to do it. 
22 The problem essentially is that as the business of Government 
has extended outwards and departtnents have swollen, the 
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Minister has become stretched. We think there is a need to 
strengthen the Minister ; the ' temporary politician,' in his 
department in relation to the ' permanent politicians,' his 
Civil Servants. 
We make proposals to effect this in Section E. 
23 A final point relating to the general theme of this section is the 
tendency for methods of work in the Civil Service to be im-
personal, especially at the policy-making level. It has been 
put to us that : ' I would also like to see 111ore said about the 
impersonal methods of work in the Civil Service, especially at 
the policy-making level. Policy is made by people, but the 
Civil Service seems to operate on the assumption that it is 
made by tl1e interminable circulation of papers for which 
ultimately nobody is responsible. ·The amount of time that is 
wasted in reading endless drafts and redrafts, often of papers 
to which the particular official has little or nothing to contribute, 
must be fantastic. Meetings of officials tend to be much too 
large, because everybody with the remotest '' ~nterest '' in the 
subject under discussion has to be invited. The one person 
who is not invited is the Minister . . . ' 
Many of the points touched on in this section are developed 
in the four sections which follow and detailed recommendations 
are made to bring about the changes we should like to see. 
The recommendations are then drawn together in a final 
section. 
At this stage we make only two general propositions which 
underlie all of the subsequent discussion. 
We propose that : 
(1) Steps should pe taken to develop a lllore forceful concept 
of public service, and a civil servant wh·o is inore p~ofes­
sional, adaptive and creative. There , 111ust be lllore 
9 
personal involvement in the execution of policy or 
negotiation on the public's behalf "vith ·private interests. 
(2) The civil servant should be better integrated both with 
his colleagues performing different functions in his 
department and .with people working· in fields related to 
his outside. 
C. Structure 
_, -
' 
24 There are · three reasons for advocating changes in the existing 
structure of the Service : to increase its efficiency ; to lift the 
morale of people working at present in-the less exalted classes 
of the Service ; and to improve the numbers and quality of the 
people -offering themselves for recruitme~t into the Service. 
·-We ·think that discussion so far-notably in the Treasury 
memorandum '' The Future Structure of the Civil Service '' -
has concentrated too .much on the third reason. This narrow-
ness of view ·has had the effect of limiting-the scope of the 
proposals made in . that document. 
25 Recruitment difficulties in the administrative class stem largely 
from the traditionally exalted standards professed by the Civil 
·Service. · ·As Sir Laurence Helsby put. it in evidence to Sub-
committee E of the Estimates Committee last year : 
' ... the qualities which make a potential member of the 
Administrative are very scarce . . . are very rare . . . ' 
. .. . (Question 816.) . ~ . . 
We would adopt the comment of the Sub-Committee : 
'Your committee finds it hard to accept that the task of 
government justifies the unique importance attaching to 
.. the administrative ·class, and that only a select few are 
·, fitted to undertake this work. Policy questions analagous 
to those arising· in government have to be considered by 
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everyone at senior levels in a wide range of large organ-
isations today .. .. '-
. (Estimaies Corfzmittee~ Sixth Report, 1964/5, para. 37.) 
26 The Estimates Committee also questioned the assertion that 
members of the executive class and the specialist classes· were 
not worried about the prospects of promotiOn to the adfilillis-
trative class or to senior administrative jobs. They· noted the 
high ·wastage rates from the executive class and the failure of 
the service to make any serious efforts to discover the reason 
for it and added : , · 
ol 
~ . . . (We) would also question the assumption that all a 
. .. specialist ever wants to do is to ~9rl\ wi~hin his sp,ecialised 
subject. In thi~ connection your committee noted tpe 
evidence of Mr. Nind of Shell Petroleum, · that amongs_t 
specialist techajcal staff . . . '' there are relatively few who 
want promotion in their own rather narrow functjon .. . . ·
a geologist tnight want to become the chief geologist of 
the g~oup ... on the othe~ hand, large nunibers of geologists 
·want to broaden their experience and run small companies 
somewhere. Thi_s is coming into general management ': 
... ' (Question 605.) 
. . . 
The Treasury Memorandum · 
. 
• f f ~ 
27 Within three tnonths of the Government's announcement of the 
Fulton Committee the .Treasury had, in its lllemorandum, gone 
sotne way towards accepting this line of argument. We regret 
that it was· unable to go further and still held that the assimila-
tion of the specialist grades into .its .proposed new management 
structui:-e was nOt possible. · · · ' ., 
1 . ~ 1' • • 
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28 We accept the .p~oposals ~hat the 8:~ministrative and executive 
classes should be merged bec~use there is no longer a necessary 
. . " 
and meaningf~l· di~tinction between them such, as to justify the 
. 
preseryatiop. of t~o. separate clas~e~. 
11 
29 But we would urge that the new graded management structure 
must also include the existing professional classes. Indeed we 
believe it is niore important and more logical to remove the 
forn1al barrier between the general administrator and the 
specialist than that betwee~ the executive and administrative 
classes. Movement between the latter classes is already 
extensive, yet as it has been put to us : 
' An executive officer seeing that a clerical officer is follow-
ing the right routines, the Permanent Secretary recom-
mending policy to the Minister, the head of a scientific 
establishment allocating his resources-which is the odd 
man out?' 
30 It would appear that the Treasury has adopted the proposal 
tnore because of its specific difficulty in recruiting graduates 
to the existing executive class than because it believes in 
principle that the differentiation is indefensible. The tone of 
paragraph 15 of the note tends to support this interpretation. 
The solemnity with which ' class ' is recommended to be 
banished in favour of ' group ' and the rather trivial discussion 
of the need for specific titles would suggest that the Treasury 
does not feel that substantial changes are really necessary. 
•Graduates' 
~ 
31 In any case the proposals for the graduate entry seem inadequate 
either to encourage the higher rate of recruitment which is held 
to be essential, or to Inake the best use of the graduates that 
are recruited. 
32 At present graduates enter at two levels. A small number enter 
as Assistant Principals in the Administrative class ; a training 
grade for the highest posts. A larger number enter the Exec-
utive Class but this has not proved sufficiently attractive to 
graduates of the quality the Civil Service requires and this is 
one of the chief reasons for recruitment difficulties. The 
Treasury proposes that all graduates. should now enter together 
12 
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but that some should be ' starred ' on entry, would be trained 
llluch as Assistant Principals are now, and should have the 
probability of accelerated · promotion. A few additional 
graduates lllay be attracted by the common structure, but it is 
likely to be only a few. The second-class status will still be 
there, and indeed there lllay be more ill-feeling between the two 
groups of graduates because of their nominal equality. The 
' starred ' graduate will still be the administrative superman in 
embryo. The Service will still accept the doctrine that there 
are certain rare and valuable qua1ities that can be detected in a 
candidate just down from university that reveal his potential 
for the higher administration. Despite the provision that he 
tnay now lose his ' starred ' status there is a strong presumption 
still that he will not. This is intentional because it seems that 
the Treasury believes (perhaps rightly) that it is the high 
prestige and automatic promotion that attracts the really gifted 
graduate to the Administrative class. They do not want to 
risk losing him. For the 'unstarred' the only incentive lies 
in the fact that the ' starred' intake will be smaller than the 
existing Assistant Principal intake and that therefore there is 
likely to be a number of ' Grade V' posts for which . he may 
compete. 
33 We do not believe that this will solve the problem of recruiting 
lllore graduates. Indeed, the pseudo-egalitarianism may 
succeed in reducing the number of applicants of the kind who 
now enter as Assistant Principals without increasing the 
numbers of middle to high quality graduates vvho are attracted 
into the Service. 
34 The Treasury implies that the priority is to increase substantially 
the total number of graduates it recruits. An intake of 200 a 
year has been lllentioned. If this is so, something tnore drastic 
tnust be done. Either the risk tnust be taken that a proportion 
of the present Assistant Principals intake is to be lost to the 
Service ; or pay lllust be increased quite markedly so as to 
lessen the extent to which high prestige and future promotion 
feature in the graduate's appraisal of the public service ; or 
13 
the award of ' stars ' must follow and not precede a period of 
training which should be common to all graduates. We favour 
the third of these approaches. (This proposal will be elaborated 
in Section 5 ' Training '.) 
35 There is a danger here. Whilst we understand the problem of 
recruiting graduates we think it would be wrong to treat thelll 
as a class apart. At the monient about half of the administra-
tive class are non-graduates. No-one suggests that they do a 
worse job than graduates. We should not therefore like to 
see the ' select few ' aura tr an sf erred from the administrative 
class to graduates as a whole. 
The Scientific and Professional Classes 
36 The Treasury note stresses the difficulties of assimilation into 
its new management structure and asserts · that flexibility 
between classes is unimportant, except at a comparatively 
senior level. 
37 We believe that the difficulties have been overstated. Whilst 
it is true that there are a large number of posts and grades and 
scales to be assimilated, lllost differ in rates of pay by ridiculously 
small amounts. The principle of sin1ilar rates for similar 
training is accepted but there are historical variations and odd 
leads and lags exist. We would suggest that there is con-
siderable scope for ratio11alisation. There is an obvious starting 
point. Just as the distinction between Chjef Executive Officer 
and Principal is breaking down, so is the diff ere11ce betwee11 
Principal Scientific Officer and Chief Experimental Officer and 
Engineer I ; between Senior Experimental Officer and Engineer 
II, and so on. 
38 We accept that most ' specialists ' recruited as such will wish 
to occupy themselves within their own particular disciplines in 
their early years in the Service but \Ve hold that recruitment 
would be greatly helped if the Civil Service could off er the same 
14 
~future prospects as exist in other spheres for movement later 
into administrative jobs. We believe that the Service would 
benefit from this move111ent and that to enable the 111ovement 
to take place ' administrative ' training 111ust be given early in 
a specialist's career. We think that the recruitment problem 
here is analogous to the problem of recruiting graduates to the 
executive class. It has been discounted by the Treasury 
note and in evidence given to the Estimates Committee. 
39 As the Report of the Civil Service Commissioners for 1965 
says : 
' The problems of recruitment to the Scientific Civil Service 
have not attracted as much attention as those on the 
Administrative side ' (Page 1 ). 
It goes on : 
' ... We still fail to attract enough of the really outstanding 
men to the Scientific Class a11d some at least of the uni-
versities do not encourage their students ·to apply for 
appointment in the Experimental Officer Class ' and later : 
' Most of the professional classes continue to be difficult 
recruitment fields.' 
40 We would not argue that an integrated structure would solve 
all recruitment problems. It obviously would not. But it 
would remove a positive disincentive to recruitment. At the 
moment the contrast with industry is marked. 
Scientists 
41 To take as an example the use of scientists. Many enter the 
Service at 24-27 after obtaining a Ph.D. as Senior Scientific 
Officers or their equivalents, or if they are not of such high 
quality, as Experimental Officers. They are often employed in 
research in an establishment that does little else. Recruitment 
is based on their academic record plus interview and they are 
intended for research all their careers. We would suggest that 
15 
this is bad policy for the men and for the future of Civil Service 
research. 
42 Industrial organisations like ICI or Unilever take on inore 
scientists· to do research, but are continually feeding suitable 
candidates into general industrial inanagetnent. We believe the 
Civil Service (and the AEA, etc.) should do the same. This 
would help to avoid the tnoribundity which sollletimes afflicts 
research establishments twenty years or so after their initiation. 
43 The reason is that 111ost scientists produce their best and m.ost 
original work while they are still young. Scientific creativity 
tends to dry up as tniddle age approaches. By this titne a tnan 
is likely to be a Principal Scientific Officer ; he will be earning 
over £3,000 a year ; he will have a pension to look forward to 
and almost total security. He 111ight have passed 11is peak of 
' scientific ' usefulness to the Governtnent service, but he js 
unlikely to tnove out before retirement, or to itnprove his 
financial position if he does so. At this stage he will probably 
be glad of the chance to niove on to the ' nianageinent ' side 
of the Service. The Service will get m.ore out of him, and he 
\Vill have extended career prospects. Mobility will also be 
easier ; as an administrator with a scientific background he 
will have something tnore to off er and the general opening up 
of opportunities should increase recruittnent into the Service 
at lower levels. 
44 Scientists, engineers and other ' professionals ' should be 
groomed as potential administrators from the very early days 
in the Service. In Section 5 we make certain proposals as to 
how this should be done. 
45 We think that integration within the Service would be made 
easier if a degree of specialisation were encouraged on the 
administrative side, as has been suggested by one serving Civil 
Servant (Mr. R. G. S. Brown, in Public Administration, 
Aututn11, 1965). He suggests that expertise in making use of 
the Government machinery and the political underpinning of 
16 
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the Minister should be recognised as specific ·skills in which 
some administrative Civil Servants should specialise. They 
lllight be described as ' private office orientated ' ; others 
would be 'research problem orientated' and would work 
closely with the ' professionals ' quite naturally. 
46 Given time, the difficulties, if any, of the new relationship would 
vanish. The experience gained so far would seem to bear this 
out. (Notably the current experiment in the Ministry of 
Transport, in which a double reorganisation in early 1964 and 
late 1965 has resulted in a large number of working units 
consisting of both engineers and administrative class Civil 
Servants, reporting sometimes to joint heads, sometimes to a 
single 4ead who may be either an engineer or an administrator.) 
They woµld be equally eligible for promotion to senior posts. 
We propose : . 
(3) That the formal divisi<;>n between the executive, adminis-
trative and professional classes of the Service be abolished. 
( 4) That graduate entrants to the non-professional Civil 
Service should enter at a single level and should undergo 
a common course of initial training (see also Section 5). 
(5) That improved recruitment and better training for 
graduates should not stifle the career prospects of non-
graduates within the Service and. that improved training 
should be available for suita~le non-graduates to fit 
them fqr the highest posts. 
( 6) That ' Administrative ' training_ should be give~ to those 
entering as professionals at an early stage of their careers 
and opportu~ities should be available and encourage-
ment giyen them to tnove into administrative_ jobs at 
appropriate points of ,their career. 
. . . 
. . 
(7) Th~t a degree of sp~cialisation be encqurage~ . on the _ 
_ administrative side between _those who are ' pi;iv~te office 
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orientated ' and those who are ' research pro.blem 
orientated ' as a means of breaking down any lingering 
informal barriers that may exist between ' administrators ' 
and ' professionals.' 
(8) That existing experiments in ' mixed hierarchies ' e.g. in 
the Ministry of Technology or the Ministry of Transport 
should be extended into other Ministries with large and 
mixed establishments . 
. 
D. Management 
47 'Management' in relation to the Civil Service means two 
different things. ·In relation to the Civil Service as a whole, it 
means improving its structure and organisation, seeing that it 
is manned by people of the right quality and that the best 
possible use is made of then1. In relation to the individual 
departments it has a similar meaning but also denotes a new 
positive approach to the planning and execution of policy. 
Until very recently the need for management at the level of 
the department, except in a very restricted sense, has not been 
generally accepted. 
48 For the Service as a whole, we support the Fabian proposal 
(made in '' The Administrators," published in 1964) that the 
personnel management functions now performed by the 
Treasury should be transferred to a strengthened Civil Service 
Commission. Its present functions of recruitment and selec-
tion would then comprehend also conditions of Service questions 
and training. It would also be responsible for sotne degree of 
career planning and for the higher appointments in the Service. 
49 The new Commission would retain the independence of the old, 
and enhance its status. It would negotiate with the Treasury 
for the funds necessary to carry out its functions as would any 
other spending department of the Government. It would 
accordingly be able to approach its managerial functions with 
efficiency rather than economy as its watchword. It would 
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press for the provision of adequate secretarial and ancillary 
facilities and decent office accoinmodation and so on. In these 
fields, the niggardly attitude of the Treasury has caused the 
Government to lag far behind private employers. (Though to 
be fair, there is a credit side-in the use of office machinery and 
computers and in the provision of canteen facilities the Treasury 
has done very well by the public service.) 
50 The Commission should also have the wider function of keeping 
under constant review the m.achinery of Governm.ent and 
making recommendations for improvement, including the 
allocation of responsibilities between departm.ents. 
51 Particular attention inust be paid to the necessity for tnaking 
the best use of individual members of the Service. There are 
two distinct problems. The first is the failure to make the 
fullest use of a man's ability to perform. a specific job. Princi-
pals are given a minimutn of secretarial assistance and there is 
a tendency for responsibilities to be pushed upwards instead 
of downwards. This can result in highly paid officers doing 
more or less menial jobs. As one former Civil Servant put 
it to us : 
' I suspect there is no organisation employing so many 
people at around £3,000 a year which spends so little on 
seeing they are being used productively.' 
This inust be primarily a question for individual departments, 
but the Commission inust put pressure upon them. to face up 
to their managerial responsibilities. 
52 The second problem is the frequent failure to plan sensibly a 
tnan's career as he moves from job to job. 
A man should accum.ulate a gradually widening range of 
experience of related subjects either within a large and varied 
department like the Treasury, or in closely related depart-
ments. Constant and sometimes frequent switching between 
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unrelated jobs seems likely to be unsatisfying for individuals 
and a less than efficient w~y of running the public service as 
a whole. 
It may be true as an article oil '' Public Administration '' in 
the Spring of 1963 suggested, that ' ... disturbance and dis-
comfort can induce extra growth in the right kind of human 
plant . . . ' but we suspect that such a plant is a rare one. 
53 Moreover, it is impossible to train Civil Servants if the range 
of their duties is too broad. 
An Executive Officer may find himself in buying, accounts, 
contracts, estimates, recruitment, secretarial duties, statistical 
calculation, preparing and summarising documents, case work 
and information material. Duties that will require him to act 
as an individual, as a m~mber of a team, or as a manager. 
A principal may cover an equally wide range of duties. Two 
of the things he is least likely to do are to take charge of a 
large group of people or to take a major part in personnel 
selection and training. He tnay then find himself as an 
assistant secretary in an Establishment division when this 
becomes the whole of his function. There must be more 
specialisation. 
54 One approach that tnight be adopted in order to make indi-
vidual career planning easier is a m.ove towards the practice in 
the United States whereby departments are typically composed 
of bureaux which have an identity of their ~wn and con-
siderable permanence in-· their heads and staff. This gives to 
members of the staff far in ore scope for pursuing a particular 
line of policy than the rather anonymous subdivisions of British 
Ministries. There is an identity between staff and policy which 
does not now exist. The new Commission, as part of its initial 
examination of the structure of government, should look very 
closely at the possibility of dividing Ministries in this way . . 
Something like this form of organisation is likely to emerge 
in an.informal way from the increase in specialisation . within 
the departments which .we envisage. 
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55 A natural result of this might be the emergence in each depart-
ment · of a stnall body of tnen with equal access to the Minister 
and an end of the existing concentration of power in the han4s 
of one man, the Permanent Secretary. We would approve of. 
such a development. 
We propose: 
. 
(9) The transfer of the personnel management functions of 
the Treasury to a strengthened Civil Service Commission 
which should also be charged with the task of a continuous 
review of the departmental structure of government. 
(10) The Commission should urge upon the departn1ents the 
necessity for making the fullest possible use of staff and 
should undertake studies of the effectiveness with which 
departments use their senior staff. 
(11) Individual careers should be better planned so that an 
official acquires a steadi1y widening range of experience 
and is not expected to move frequently between totally 
unrelated jobs. 
(12) As an aid to individual career planning and to adminis-
trative specialisation within the departments the Com-
mission should investigate, in co-operation with the 
departments, the possibility of subdividing them into 
separate bureaux within which there would be a great 
continuity of staff and a closer association between staff 
and policy. 
This should lead to a reconsideration of the relative 
positions in the department of the heads of these bureaux 
and the Permanent Secretary. 
. . . 
E. Recruitment and Mobility 
• I . 
56 W·e have already tnade a number of suggestions for easing the 
recruitment problems of the ~ervice in the middle to lol).g t~rm. 
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To make good existing deficiencies there will have to be an 
increase in the number of temporary appointments or, perhaps, 
an increase in the number of permanet;lt appointments made at 
Principal Jevel. We shall watch with interest the progress of. 
those recruited in 1965, the first year when this was done on 
any appreciable scale. There are, however, a number of points 
we would make on recruitment policy. 
57 The Service must intensify its attempts to recruit graduates 
from universities other than Oxford and Cambridge and with 
degrees in non-arts subjects. Some progress has been made in 
the last year or two but in 1965 Oxbridge still accounted for 
three-quarters of the direct entrants to the administrative class. 
The new Commission m.ust be rather lllore systematic in its 
attempts to attract high quality graduates from other uni-
versities and must find out just who it is lllissing and why. 
58 The new integrated structure \Ve have proposed will help in 
both directions, but it will probably not be enough to redress 
the balance completely. The strong personal links that exist 
between the Service and the ancient universities (especially 
sollle colleges) provide a positive reason why Oxbridge graduates 
consider the Civil Service as a career ; corresponding positive 
action is needed to make sure that the Civil Service is similarly 
in the lllinds of graduates of other universities when they plan 
their futures. Recent non-Oxbridge entrants lllust be used and 
much closer links lllust be forged not only with appointment 
boards but also with the teaching staff at universities. The 
persistent recruitment difficulties the C.S.C. has faced, despite 
its recent efforts, must in part be a result of a much more 
general isolation of the Civil Service f rolll much of the life of 
the country. 
Specialists 
59 More ' specialists ' should be recruited. Permanent recruit-
ment should be improved by the more closely integrated 
Service ; but the nulllber of temporary appointments should 
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also be increased as a tnatter of policy. This is already begin-
ning-it sho11ld be vigorously encouraged. It will need to be, 
for the limiting factor at the tnotnent is not the reluctance of 
the Treasury or other Government departments to recruit, but 
a shortage of the sort of people they are after. Sir Williatn 
Armstrong told the Estimates Committee : ' We could d<;l 
With about twice as many in _the basic grade of Economic 
Adviser.' (Question 753.) He saw dangers in the growth of 
specialisation but declared : ' there is a positive need for 
people who are qualified in particular techniques ... we just 
must get them, rather than speculate about what tnight happen 
if we build up that side too much.' (Question 787.) 
·Political' Appointments 
60 Two particular kinds of temporary appointment should be 
explicitly recognised. 
First, experts who are called in to help to implement the 
particular policies of the Government of the day. Here we 
envisage the recognition of a limited number of ' posts of 
confidence.' These appointments must be at a fairly high level 
or special provision must be made for access to the Minister. 
It would be quite pointless to bring an expert into the Service 
to do a specific job and then allow hjm to get lost in the internal 
tnachinery of the Ministry, denied access to the Minister and 
\Vithout the means of making good use of the committee 
structure. 
We do not envisage that there would be very many of these 
appointm.ents. But a new Government coming into office 
often has a number of policy proposals that are particularly 
controversial or mark a very radical change f rolll what has 
gone before. A considerable amount of work 111ay have been 
done while in opposition. It seems entirely sensible that 
someone who has done that essential work and is completely 
committed to the policy should have a hand in seeing it i111ple~ 
mented. It is not that the permanent officials are likely to 
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obstruct it, nor would we. want to prevent them from giving it 
a rigorous critical examination and pointing out to the Minister 
the difficulties in the way of the course of action proposed. 
Equally, their help would be needed to draft legislation and to 
guide it through Parliament. 
61 But in present circumstances the official is not an expert and if 
he is not fully convinced by a particular policy the temptation 
will always be there to try to achieve the general aims of 'the 
policy within the existing framework with which he is familiar . 
. 
Alternatively, if the policy cannot be recast in this way his 
whole training and normal tnethod of working will not fit him 
for the job of driving it through the various departmental and 
interdepartinental cominittees. His urge tnust always be to 
conciliate and to cotnpromise. 
62 The relationship between the .'temporary expert' and the 
permanent Civil Servant m.ight prove a difficult one, but with 
good will on both sides, the resulting ' creative tension ' could 
:make the collaboration a highly valuable one. 
Such appointments would normally be fairly short-term.-f or 
as long as it took to get a particular ite111 of legislation on the 
statute book-but would in any case terminate with the life 
of the Government. 
A Ministerial 6 Cabinet' 
63 The second proposal we would make is that a Minister on 
assuming office, should have the power to appoint a litni~ed 
number of personal assistants (perhaps up to four) with direct 
access to him and to all the information in hi.s department. 
These would fortn his personal 'cabinet.' They would take 
no .. administrative decisions thetnselves. They would have. 
neither the size nor the.power of, fo.r instance, their counterparts 
in France. Indeed, .. · the pron\lnciation alone is French, the 
' ca,binet ' w~ propose is a British response to Britis.h needs. 
Its function .would be to act as a political brains trust to the 
Minister, to act as an extra pair of eyes and ears, to stimulate 
him. 
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64 The basic· reason for recommending such a step is that as 
departments haVe· ·grown in size and in complexity, the load ·on 
the political head has grown greater. The result is that a 
Minister can be a lonely man. He tnay be supported by one 
or two junior ministers, but often he will not have chosen· them 
himself, and they too will in any case be busy men. We 
believe a Minister can profit greatly from having a number 
. . 
of close personal advisers with him in his department. 
65 The exact use made of the ' cabinet ' (or indeed its use at all) 
would dei)end on the Minister. But it might have three chief 
functions. 
66 A research function : they would help him with the work of 
policy formulation within his department, keep in touch with 
what was.going on in the department, and thus enable a meanin.g-
f ul political intervention in the early stages of the evolution of 
·policy and assist the Minister in marrying his ow·n ideas with 
those of the official machine. They might also help to brief 
the Minister on items on the Cabinet agenda. 
: 
67 A liaison function : to perform such briefing adequately, they 
would need to be in close touch with other Ministers through 
members of their cabinets. This sort of network would 
parallel the informal links which exist at present between 
officials in the different departments and again act to restore 
the balance between the politician and the official. 
68 The third function is less easy to define. It is that of trans-
nritting the political impulse f rotn the Minister to officials 
working in the department who may rarely or never see him. 
They must provide a point of contact. 
69 Though the ' cabinet ' is a fairly radical departure from 
traditional practice, we feel that it should not be too difficult to 
accommodate in the sort of Civil Service we envisage. It will 
be performing a 'political' function which, though it parallels 
the function of the private office at some points, is essentially 
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different. Once the private office becomes accustomed to the 
loss of its exclusive right of guardianship there should be little 
reason for friction. 
Mobility 
70 In any case there is another change we should like to see that 
would help make easier the acceptance of temporary political 
appointments. That is that there should be a great deal more 
movement in and out of the Service at all levels ; it should 
cease to be a virtually closed profession. Pension arrangements 
should be such that a man should be able to leave early or 
arrive late. 
71 All potential senior officials should spend some time in their 
formative years in local government, nationalised industries, 
and with rather tnore caution, in private industry. This 
would avoid the situation described by Sir William Armstrong 
in evidence to the Estilllates Committee that it was : 
' ... often apparent that a Principal who is extremely 
intelligent knew very little about life other than what he 
got out of the files ... ' (Question 758.) 
72 A Civil Servant ought also spend some time in the regions. It 
should be normal for a nian to spend a period of perhaps three 
years in a regional post, possibly quite soon after his appoint-
ment. 
73 Some officials may also want to spend a period of time in 
outside employment or in a university at a later stage in their 
careers as a way of broadening their experience in a particular 
way that seems desirable to them in furthering their careers. 
Applications for leave of absence should be exam.ined in-
dividually but granted, subject to certain safeguards, whenever 
it seems to be of value to the Service and the official concerned 
can be released fro:m his duties. For either of these ideas to 
work, the flow will have to be two way, or else recruitment to 
the Civil Service :must be substantially increased. 
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74 To encourage mobility both into the Service from outside and 
within the Service, it should be general practice to advertise 
suitable specific posts both internally and externally. 
We think this would help to break down the too rigid depart-
mentalism of the Service and the tendency of departments to 
hold on to their better people. One consequence of this is a 
wide variation between departments in the average quality of 
Civil Servants. Another is the frustrations that may be felt 
by a bright Civil Servant for whom there are no immediate 
promotion prospects, but whom his department does not want 
to lose, who may find himself doing a job considerably less 
taxing than his abilities would warrant. 
7 5 When it has a post to fill, a department should be able to choose 
from all those of the right quality who will allow their names 
to go forward. 
76 A particular problem exists in the case of the Treasury which 
has always tended to skim off the cream and hoard it until the 
top ones are fed into the departments as Permanent Secretaries. 
If the practice of advertising posts does not succeed in attracting 
men out of the Treasury, consideration might be given to 
regularly moving a fixed proportion of Civil Servants out of the 
Treasury at a certain level, though care would have to be taken 
that they were not the least good. 
77 We do not see any contradiction between advocating greater 
specialisation within departments, as we have done, and the 
breaking down of departmentalism. The de,relopment of a 
particular range of skill or experience which may \\tell be useful 
in a similar bureau of another department is very different from 
the development of an exclusive esprit de corps based merely 
upon membership of a particular government department. 
78 The Civil Service Commission should undertake studies of 
mobility in practice and assess what are the most advantageous 
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, 
ages and career points for the recruitment of outsiders and for 
the secondment of career Civil Servants. · 
Some recent experience, it is suggested to us, would seem to 
show that recruitment in the mid-thirties at Principal level 
works well, but that recruitment at later ages or higher levels 
works less well. 
We propose: 
(13) A much more vigorous and determined attempt to 
recruit people from universities other than Oxbridge and 
with other than arts degrees ; particularly by the de-
velopment of much closer personal contact in those 
universities. 
(14) A thorough atialysis of the people the Service fails to 
attract and why. 
(15) A continued increase in recruitment of ' specialists ' on 
both a permanent and a tempor~ry basis. 
(16) Recognition of two special categories of temporary 
appointment : 
(a) Experts called in to ~elp implement particular 
Government policies. 
(b) A small number of personal advisers appointed by 
Ministers to help them in their day to day work. 
(17) The revision of pension arrangements so as to facilitate 
free movement in and out of the Service ; the secondment 
of staff to suitable outside occupations or to regional 
centres quite early in their careers ; and provision for 
voluntary secondment or leave of absence for approved 
purposes later in their careers. 
(18) The advertisement of specific senior posts both inside and 
outside the Service. 
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(19) A continuing study of how freer movement works in 
practice to ascertain optimum. ages and career points 
for recruitment and secondment. 
F. Training 
79 By and large the Civil Service still believes in the apprenticeship 
system. of training. A Training and Education Division of the 
Treasury was established, and training officers designated in the 
larger departments, as long ago as 1945 ; but progress has been 
uncertain and training has usually suffered during economy 
drives. In recent years, following the stress laid by the Plowden 
Report on the importance of training and the establishment of 
the Centre for Administrative Studies, some progress has been 
made and the climate now seems right for a major expansion. 
80 It is particularly important that much thought is given in the 
departments to appropriate training for staff at all levels, but 
in some areas the responsibility ought clearly to be with the 
newly-strengthened Civil Service Commission. 
It Illust provide suitable training for the expanded graduate 
intake for specialists to equip them for administrative jobs ; 
for middle management ; and for those now at around the 
Principal level who have missed the Centre for Administrative 
Studies courses. 
81 For the graduate entry the Treasury is at present proposing 
some extension of the training facilities provided by the Centre 
for Administrative Studies but that the length of the initial 
course for its ' starred ' graduate recruits should remain as at 
present and be shorter for others. 
These proposals are inadequate on two counts. We think the 
C.A.S. courses should be greatly expanded and we think they 
should be shared by the whole of the graduate entry. 
82 Ideally the sort of graduate the Service wishes to attract is the 
man or woman who now just fails to enter the administrative 
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class, or Who does not enter because he feels he· cannot reach 
the rarified standard asked for but regards himself too highly 
to find the present executive class attractive. By making the 
two classes of graduate entry genuinely comparable, the gener3=1 
level of the graduate entry can be raised. The ' starring ' 
system as proposed will . tend to tnaintain the distinction 
1;>.etween. the two kinds of graduate despite the nominal Illember-
ship of a .common class. 
.. 
So long as the distinction is there so . long will remain the 
difficultie~ of recruiting ' unstarred ' graduates~ If the ' star' 
system is really necessary to bring the ' most able ' gradufl,tes 
into the Service it should be operated after the initial training 
petjod. 
Graduate School of Government 
. ~ 
83 The answer lies in recruiting the larger number of graduates 
and ·giving them a common course of training at a greatly 
expanded C.A.S. which should have the size and status of a 
graduate school of g'?vernment (it might al~o be used for 
economic training, for ' specialists' as well as the general 
graduate entry, if as Sir William ·Armstrong suggested to th~ 
Estimates . Comfilittee, a special branch of applied economics 
called ' Gov~mment Econolnics ; is ' established: It :ffiight ·even 
~e sensible to develop the centre primarily as a graduate school 
with the mere possibility of recruiting its students into the 
Government Service). · · · · ., 
r 
84 This would require a major expansion and will be quite a costly 
operation, both in terms of money and initially, at least, in 
manpower, but it can both increase the supply and improve the 
quality of administrators at all levels in the Service, and should 
therefore be. done. 
' . . 
85 There is a danger of some wastage from those who expect to 
gain ' stars ' but do not ; but we would hope that the quality 
of the training and experience offered would incr~ase. recruiting . 
to compensate for this. The initial numbers accepteq for the 
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course should, 1however, be high enough to allow for this 
.possible wastage. In any case because of existing shortages 
in the Service, a higher rate of recruitment is desirable, and ,with 
the Illore open Service we should welcome an overspill of 
well-trained people into outside employment. The school 
would be an importa~t· part pf administrative/industrial training 
and . we should regard any product of it . as a w9rthwhile 
investment. 
. . . 
86 ~erious thought will have to be given to .the provisi9n of 
alternatiye training f 9r those already in the piiddle ranks of 
the 'Service if ill-feeling is to be .avoided, since the pro.gress of 
the new trainees is likely to be accelerated. 
we· think it niight be worthWhile considering the allocation· of 
a small nuri1ber of places· in the first year or two to selected 
s~rving Civil ~ervants f rotn the departments. Their views . 
·might be very useful in deciding the precise form the alternative 
course should take. 
87 The details · of the curriculum would. be 'a matter for the Cotn-
niission, but there are certain general ·points that we would 
Wish to make. 
' . 
The course should be designed to last ab.out two years. It 
should cover the ground at. present covered by the C.A.S. 
courses : the three week course on the structure of Govern-
ment ; the ten half days on modern science ; and the twenty-
week course now usually taken in the third year in service. 
. . ~ 
There would, of course, be considerable scope for expanding 
the syllabus covered by these courses . and filling the gaps in 
them, which are caused, presumably, by the restricted , time 
available at present. A course on the social sciences is, 
perhaps, the Illost obvious unfilled need. · 
. . 
88 .The course should also include a period .in the departments ; 
in local ~ government, if it can be arranged ; and a period ·in 
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industry. It might be possible to arrange this on a transfer 
basis. Trainees from the C.A.S. might change places for a 
time with management trainees in industry to their mutual 
benefit. 
89 We would also recommend to the Committee the suggestion 
made by the Fabian Society that work in the school should 
stress the new function of the Civil Service in planning ahead 
the development not only of the economy but the social 
structure generally. It would encourage in students con-
structive thinking on the forward planning of transport, 
housing, the social services, and so on. 
90 In n1aking these suggestions we have naturally been greatly 
influenced by the success of the French Ecole Nationale 
d' Administration. But we would not want the parallel to be 
taken too far. There are obvious differences between the two 
countries which in any case prevent this-we have no equivalent 
to the provincial 'prefect' and so the nature of the practical 
training must clearly be different. We feel that it is essentially 
in its scale that we would wish to recommend the E.N.A. (We 
would not wish to see the C.A.S. entry as restricted or as 
socially biassed as E.N.A's appears to be. We have also noted 
some criticism of its syllabus, e.g. the weight given to the study 
of administrative law ; and its tende~cy towards inbreeding. 
A high proportion of the tutors it is suggested are now ' anciens ' 
of the school.) 
Wider Training 
91 The course should be followed by ' on the job ' training which 
is better planned and m.ore testing than it is now. One of the 
criticisms of the present system that has most impressed us is 
the frustration felt by Assistant Principals, both because the 
main C.A.S. training course is delayed until the third year and 
because they often feel that they ·tnust wait for anything up to 
seven years before they are entrusted with any responsibility. 
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92 We feel the present training period would be much better spent 
in the following fashion. Two years at C.A.S., a period of 
two/three years in the department, and a period at a regional 
centre. Time spent in tl1e regions would vary and we s·uppose 
that some might be promoted there ; others might return to 
London on being promoted. 
93 Considerable attention should be given to fitting professional 
Civil Serva11ts into this new pattern of training. They should 
certainly spend some time on arrival at C.A.S. and share some 
courses at least with the administrators. 
Secondment to industry from: time to time should be arranged 
(and to universities where appropriate) and places should be 
found for them on the middle and senior management courses 
proposed by the Treasury for plen in their early and late 30s. 
The aim should be to equip professional Civil Servants for 
administrative jobs at around the age of 40 ; though some 
would obviously wish to specialise in research management, 
and others still might no doubt remain specialists all their lives. 
94 Special attention should also be paid to training in the depart-
ments. It ·might be thought beneficial for there to be two 
training officers : one who would be seconded from his norn1al 
duties as at present and one a specialist who would devote his 
whole time to training. This would probably not be an ideal 
arrangement but might be better than extending the tour of a 
seconded officer and risk getting the worst of both worlds. 
A great deal of thought should be given ·to the provision of 
short courses for junior staff. 
We propose: 
(20) An enlarged C.A.S. providing courses of about two years 
in length for all the graduate administrative entry. They 
should combine courses of the kind now provided by 
C.A.S., suitably supplemented ; and practical training 
in the departments, in local government and in jndustry. 
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The course should be followed by better planned ' on 
the job ' training and a period in a regional centre. 
(21) That professional entrants should share some of the 
C.A.S. courses for administrators, and that secondment 
to industry and in suitable circumstances to the uni-
versities should be arranged. 
(22) Middle and senior management courses should be 
provided for both administrative and professional staff 
without distinction. 
G. Recommendations 
We propose: 
1 Steps should be taken to develop a more forceful concept of 
public service, and a Civil Servant who is more professional, 
adaptive and creative. There must be more personal involve-
ment in the execution of policy or negotiation on the public's· 
behalf with private interests. 
2 The Civil Servant should be better integrated both with his 
colleagues performing different functions in his department 
and with people working in fields· related to his outside. · 
3 That the formal division between the ·executive, administrative 
and professional classes of the Service be abolished. 
4 That graduate entrants to the non .. prof essional avil Service 
should enter at a single level and should undergo a common 
course of initial training. 
5 That improved recruitment and better training for graduates 
should not stifle the career prospects of non-graduates within 
the service and that improved training should be availabl€; for 
suitable non-gfaduates to fit them for the highest posts. 
6 That ' Administrative ' training should be given to those 
entering as professionals at an early stage of their careers and 
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opportunities should be available and encouragement given. 
them to move into administrative jobs at appropriate' points 
of their career. 
7 That a degree of specialisation be encouraged on the adminis-
trative side between those who are ' private office orientated ' 
and those who are ' research problem orientated ' as a means 
of breaking down any lingering informal barriers that may 
exist between 'administrators' and 'professionals.' 
8 That existing experiments in 'mixed hierarchies ' e.g. in the 
Ministry of Technology or the Ministry of Transport should 
be extended into other Ministries with large and mixed estab-
lishments. 
9 The transfer of the personnel management functions of the 
Treasury to a strengthened Civil Service Commission which 
should also be charged with the task of a continuous review 
of the departmental structure of government. 
I 0 The Commission should urge upon the departments the 
necessity for making the fullest possible use of staff and should 
undertake studies of the effectiveness with which departments 
use their senior staff. 
11 Individual careers should be better planned so that an official 
acquires a steadily widening range of experience and is not 
expected to move frequently between totally ~nrelated jobs. 
12 As an aid to individual career planning and to administrative 
specialisation within the departments the Commission should 
investigate, in co-operation with the departments, the possibility 
of subdividing them into separate bureaux within which there 
would be a greater continuity of staff and a closer association 
between staff and policy. This should lead to a reconsideration 
of the relative positions in the Department of the heads of these 
bureaux and the Permanent Secretary. 
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13 A much more vigorous and determined attempt to recruit 
people from universities other than Oxbridge and with other 
than arts degrees ; particularly by the development of much 
closer personal contact in those universities. 
14 A thorough analysis of the people the Service fails to attract 
and why. 
15 A continued increase in recruitment of ' specialists ' on both 
a permanent and a temporary basis. 
16 Recognition of two special categories of temporary appoint-
ment: 
(a) Experts called in to help implement particular . Govern-
ment policies. 
(b) A small number of personal advisers appointed by Ministers 
to help them in their day to day work. 
17 The revision of pension arrangements so as to facilitate free 
movement in and out of the Service ; the secondment of staff 
to suitable outside occupations or to regional centres quite 
early in their careers ; and provision for voluntary second-
ment or leave of absence for approved purposes later in their 
careers. 
18 The advertisement of specific senior posts both inside and 
outside the Service. 
19 A continuing study of how freer movement works in practice 
to ascertain optimum ages and career points for recruitment 
and secondment. 
20 An enlarged C.A.S. providing courses of about two years in 
length for all the graduate administrative entry. They should 
combine courses of the kind now provided by C.A.S., suitably 
supplemented ; and practical training in the departments, in 
local government and in industry. 
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The course should be followed by better planned ' on the job ' 
training and a period in a regional centre. 
21 That professional entrants should share some of the C.A.S. 
courses for administrators, and that secondment to industry 
and, in suitable circumstances, to · the universities should be 
arranged. 
22 Middle and senior management courses should be provided 
for both administrative and professional staff without dis-
tinction. 
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